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 � Storage Solutions  � Rock-N-Roller Carts

RocknRoller® MULTI-CARTS UNIVERSAL TROLLEYS
ROCKNROLLER® MULTI-CARTS ARE THE WORLD’S MOST INNOVATIVE TRANSFORMABLE UTILITY CARTS

Rock-N-Roller® Multi-Cart® is the leading innovator and manufacturer of 
uniquely transformable utility carts. Each Multi-Cart model transforms into 
8 different configurations, replacing the need for multiple carts for different 
uses. Multi-Carts® are designed for efficiency and reduce time and effort 
moving gear or equipment by 50% or more. Rock-N-Roller® Multi-Carts® 
are used by musicians, major TV networks, news crews, sports teams, 
Fortune 500 companies, material handlers, tradesmen and more.

• Instantly transform into 8 different shapes replacing 8 different cart types
• Huge load capacity but folds small for storage
• Featured in college engineering textbooks for outstanding design
• Lightweight, rugged and ergonomically efficient
• Designed to work with vehicles, planes & trains
• Winner of Accessory Of The Year Awards
• Reduces time and effort moving equipment by 50%
• Designed for professionals where speed and efficiency are crucial
• Numerous accessories available, Shelves, Bags, and spare parts
• Award-winning patented design
• Lightweight with rugged steel frame
• No removable pins to lose
• Caster brakes assist loading on inclines
• Tough, eco-friendly textured powdercoat finish
• Non-skid frame bed surface resists load slippage
• Expandable frame adjusts to load size and shape
• Foldable sides rotate & lock into place via release cables
• R-Trac wheels feature pneumatic-like ride, light weight, low rolling 

resistance and no air loss (and available as a spare part)
• Stairclimbers ease loads over stairs and curbs

Description Width Length Load Code
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R14 "Mega" w/ Ground Glider Casters (315kg capacity) 381mm 1067mm to 1524mm 315kg R14G
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R16 "Ground Glider Max" w/R Trac (270kg capacity) 356mm 864mm to 1321mm 270kg R16RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R18 "Ground Glider Mega" w/R Trac (315kg capacity) 356mm 1067mm to 1524mm 315kg R18RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R2 "Micro Glider" w/ All Terrain Wheels (160kg capacity) 280mm 660mm to 991mm 160kg R2G
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R2 "Micro" with R Trac (160kg capacity) 280mm 660mm to 991mm 160kg R2RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R10 "Max" w/ R Trac (225kg capacity) 343mm 864mm to 1321mm 225kg R10RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R12 "All Terrain" w/ R Trac (225kg capacity) 343mm 864mm to 1321mm 225kg R12RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R12 "All Terrain" w/ R Trac, Stealth Black (225kg capacity) 343mm 864mm to 1321mm 225kg R12STEALTH
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R6 "Mini" 4 Caster Swivel Cart (225kg capacity) 318mm 711mm to 1080mm 225kg R64C
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R6 "Mini" with Ground Glider (225kg capacity) 318mm 711mm to 1080mm 225kg R6G
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R6 "Mini" w/ R Trac (225kg capacity) 318mm 711mm to 1080mm 225kg R6RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - R8 "Mid" w/ R Trac (225kg capacity) 343mm 864mm to 1321mm 225kg R8RT
Rock N Roller MultiCart - Mini Hand Truck (90kg capacity) 368mm 90kg RMH1

• See the following pages for details...
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Load Length Width Code
315kg 1067mm to 1524mm 381mm R14G

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R14G MEGA GROUND GLIDER
SUITS R14 315kg
If load capacity is your priority, the RocknRoller R14G 
"Mega Ground Glider" is the industrial strength, heavy-duty 
workhorse you need. Featuring thicker tubing, and capable 
of holding up to 315kg, the R14G can expand to a massive 
1.5M length, with a 0.38M wide frame bed that increases 
load stability with stacked cargo. In fact, the R14G can 
carry 20% more cubic weight than an R8 or R10. Rugged, 
foam-filled no-flat 200x76mm rear wheels and 150x76mm 
front casters come standard. The R-Trac® tyres ride 
smoothly with excellent traction, similar to pneumatic tyres, 
but without the hassle of upkeep or repair. The patented 
8-in-1 cart can transform easily to adjust to various load 
sizes, allowing you to move large amounts of gear in no 
time at all. The textured powder coated steel is durable 
and also reduces slippage during transport.

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R16RT MAX WIDE
SUITS R16 270kg
The R16 "Max Wide" instantly transforms into any of 
8 configurations. Super wide R-Trac 150x76mm front 
casters with brakes and 200x76mm rear wheels easily roll 
heavy loads over grass, dirt, and soft carpet. The custom-
designed R-Trac wheels feature low profile no-flat tyres, 
lightweight but strong polymer hubs, low rolling resistance, 
pneumatic-like cushioning, vastly wider load dispersion over 
soft terrain, and look like racing wheels. The 150x76mm 
brake casters are wider than typical casters and R-Trac 
200x76mm rear wheels are 33% wider to glide over soft 
terrain but keep the cart lower to the ground for better 
loading ergonomics and smaller storage size. 25% larger 
tubing on the frame bed and foldable handles is stronger for 
even bigger loads. Extremely tough textured powder coat 
finish survives thousands of applications. Non-skid frame 
bed surface resists load slippage. Now you can easily roll 
your gear over the grass at a backyard wedding, an outdoor 
festival, or sporting event.

Load Length Width Code
270kg 864mm to 1321mm 356mm R16RT

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R18RT MEGA PLUS
SUITS R18 315kg
The R18RT “Mega Plus” offers the most impressive carrying capacity and 
load handling capability of the entire RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® line, and 
instantly transforms into any of 8 configurations to help you move massive 
amounts of equipment with ease. Super wide R-Trac 200x76mm front 
casters with brakes and 254x76mm rear wheels easily roll heavy loads 
over grass, dirt, and soft carpet. The custom-designed R-Trac Ground-
Glider Wide wheels feature low profile no-flat tyres, lightweight but strong 
polymer hubs, low rolling resistance, pneumatic-like cushioning, vastly 
wider load dispersion over soft terrain, and look like racing wheels. 
200x76mm brake casters are 50% wider than typical casters and R-Trac 
254x76mm rear wheels are 33% wider to glide over soft terrain but keep 
the cart lower to the ground for better loading ergonomics and smaller 
storage size. 25% larger tubing on the frame bed and foldable handles 
is stronger for even bigger loads. Extremely tough textured powder coat 
finish survives thousands of trips. Non-skid frame bed surface resists 
load slippage. Now you can easily roll your gear across rough terrain - at 
a job site, backyard wedding, over gravel or grass, at an outdoor festival, 
sporting event, or just about any condition you can imagine.

Load Length Width Code
315kg 1067mm to 1524mm 356mm R18RT
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RocknRoller MULTI-CART R10RT MAX
SUITS R10 225kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® R10RT is outfitted with rugged, foam-
filled no-flat 254x76mm rear wheels and 127x32mm front swivel 
casters that will allow you to move massive amounts of gear quickly 
and easily. The R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly with excellent traction, 
similar to pneumatic tyres, but without the hassle of upkeep or repair. 
The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily to adjust to various load 
sizes, allowing you to move large amounts of gear in no time at all. 
Extending from 864mm to 1321mm in length, the R10RT has a weight 
capacity of 225kg, but also folds small for storage or transport in a 
vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable and also reduces 
slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 864mm to 1321mm 343mm R10RT

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R12RT ALL TERRAIN
SUITS R12 225kg

The R12RT is the flagship of the RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® line, 
featuring rugged, foam-filled no-flat 254x76mm rear wheels and 
200x50mm front casters that are designed to navigate just about 
any terrain, including gravel, grass, or other uneven surfaces with 
ease. The R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly with excellent traction, 
similar to pneumatic tyres, but without the hassle of upkeep or 
repair. The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily to adjust to 
various load sizes, allowing you to move large amounts of gear 
in no time at all. Extending from 34” to 52” in length, the R12RT 
has a weight capacity of 225kg, but also folds small for storage or 
transport in a vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable 
and also reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 864mm to 1321mm 343mm R12RT

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R12STEALTH ALL TERRAIN STEALTH
SUITS R12 225kg
The R12STEALTH is the flagship of the RocknRoller® Multi-
Cart® line, featuring rugged, foam-filled no-flat 254x76mm 
rear wheels and 200x50mm front casters that are designed to 
navigate just about any terrain, including gravel, grass, or other 
uneven surfaces with ease. The R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly 
with excellent traction, similar to pneumatic tyres, but without 
the hassle of upkeep or repair. The patented 8-in-1 cart can 
transform easily to adjust to various load sizes, allowing you to 
move large amounts of gear in no time at all. Extending from 
864mm to 1321mm in length, the R12STEALTH has a weight 
capacity of 225kg, but also folds small for storage or transport in 
a vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable and also 
reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 864mm to 1321mm 343mm R12STEALTH
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RocknRoller MULTI-CART R6 MINI 4 CASTER SWIVEL CART
SUITS R6 225kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® R64C is the first cart model 
outfitted with four 100x25mm swivel casters that will allow 
you to move massive amounts of gear quickly and easily in 
tight spaces. The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily 
to adjust to various load sizes, allowing you to move large 
amounts of gear in no time at all. Extending from 711mm 
to 1080mm in length, the R64C has a weight capacity of 
225kg, but also folds small for storage or transport in a 
vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable and 
also reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 711mm to 1080mm 318mm R64C

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R6G MINI GROUND GLIDER
SUITS R6 225kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® R6G is outfitted with 
rugged, foam-filled no-flat 200x76mm rear wheels and 
127x50mm front swivel casters that will allow you to move 
massive amounts of gear quickly and easily. The Ground 
Glider R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly with excellent traction, 
similar to pneumatic tyres, but without the hassle of upkeep 
or repair. The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily to 
adjust to various load sizes, allowing you to move large 
amounts of gear in no time at all. Extending from 711mm 
to 1080mm in length, the R6G has a weight capacity of 
225kg, but also folds small for storage or transport in a 
vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable and 
also reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 711mm to 1080mm 318mm R6G

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R6RT MINI
SUITS R6 225kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® R6RT is outfitted with 
rugged, foam-filled no-flat 200x50mm rear wheels and 
100x25mm front swivel casters that will allow you to move 
massive amounts of gear quickly and easily. The R-Trac® 
tyres ride smoothly with excellent traction, similar to 
pneumatic tyres, but without the hassle of upkeep or repair. 
The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily to adjust to 
various load sizes, allowing you to move large amounts of 
gear in no time at all. Extending from 711mm to 1080mm 
in length, the R6RT has a weight capacity of 225kg, but 
also folds small for storage or transport in a vehicle. The 
textured powder coated steel is durable and also reduces 
slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 711mm to 1080mm 318mm R6RT
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RocknRoller MULTI-CART R2G MICRO GLIDER
SUITS R2 160kg
Don’t let it’s compact size fool you, the RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® 
R2G expands from 660mm to 991mm with a 160kg weight capacity. 
Due to its smaller footprint, it makes a great travel cart (Size: 
660x356x160mm). The R2G is outfitted with rugged, foam-filled 
no-flat 150x50mm rear wheels and 100x50mm front swivel Ground 
Glider casters that will allow you to move massive amounts of gear 
quickly and easily. The Ground Glider R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly 
with excellent traction, similar to pneumatic tyres, but without the 
hassle of upkeep or repair. The patented 8-in-1 cart can transform 
easily to adjust to various load sizes, allowing you to move large 
amounts of gear in no time at all. The textured powder coated steel 
is durable and also reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
160kg 660mm to 991mm 280mm R2G

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R2RT MICRO
SUITS R2 160kg
Don’t let it’s compact size fool you, the RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® 
R2RT expands from 660mm to 991mm with a 160kg weight capacity. 
Due to its smaller footprint, it makes a great travel cart (Size: 
660x356x160mm). The R2RT is outfitted with rugged, foam-filled 
no-flat 150x38mm rear wheels and 100x25mm front swivel casters 
that will allow you to move massive amounts of gear quickly and 
easily. The R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly with excellent traction, similar 
to pneumatic tyres, but without the hassle of upkeep or repair. The 
patented 8-in-1 cart can transform easily to adjust to various load 
sizes, allowing you to move large amounts of gear in no time at 
all. The textured powder coated steel is durable and also reduces 
slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
160kg 660mm to 991mm 280mm R2RT

RocknRoller MULTI-CART RMH1 MINI-HANDTRUCK
SUITS  90kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® RMH1 Mini-Handtruck is designed to 
handle large tasks and still fold up compact for storage. It features a 
long 457mm nose capable of lifting bulky equipment, boxes, or gear 
up to 90kg in weight. With an ergonomic, space saving design, and 
200x38mm R-Trac lightweight no-flat wheels, moving your stuff is 
easier than ever. The Mini-Handtruck also features a non-skid surface 
on the frame to resist cargo slipping, stair-climbers to ease loads over 
kerbs, and a sturdy tubular steel frame with textured powdercoat paint 
that resists chips and scratches.

Load Size Code
90kg 991x368x629mm RMH1

RocknRoller MULTI-CART R8RT MID
SUITS R8 225kg
The RocknRoller® Multi-Cart® R8RT is outfitted with rugged, 
foam-filled no-flat 200x50mm rear wheels and 127x32mm front 
swivel casters that will allow you to move massive amounts 
of gear quickly and easily. The R-Trac® tyres ride smoothly 
with excellent traction, similar to pneumatic tyres, but without 
the hassle of upkeep or repair. The patented 8-in-1 cart can 
transform easily to adjust to various load sizes, allowing you to 
move large amounts of gear in no time at all. Extending from 
864mm to 1321mm in length, the R8RT has a weight capacity 
of 225kg, but also folds small for storage or transport in a 
vehicle. The textured powder coated steel is durable and also 
reduces slippage during transport.

Load Length Width Code
225kg 864mm to 1321mm 343mm R8RT
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QUICK SET LONG SHELF FOR R2 TROLLEYS
The Rock-N-Roller R2 “Quick Set” Long Shelf is designed to quickly 
transform your R2RT into a mobile workstation. Once the support 
posts are installed, the shelf can be installed quickly with a single 
wing bolt. The surface measures 927mm long x 400mm wide to 
provide ample work space for Mobile Sound, Film Production, Testing 
Equipment, and other professional on-site applications, as well as 
maximising gear transport efficiency. The support posts can also 
remain attached during storage, for quick on-site assembly and 
disassembly. The shelf is 13mm thick, supported by steel tubes, 
covered in heavy duty paint for durability, and is easily removed for 
storage and transport. Maximum recommended weight capacity 45kg.

Suits Length Width Code
R2 927mm 400mm R2LSH

QUICK SET SHORT SHELF FOR R2 TROLLEYS
The Rock-N-Roller R2 “Quick Set” Short Shelf is designed to quickly 
transform your R2RT into a mobile workstation. Once the support 
posts are installed, the shelf can be installed quickly with a single 
wing bolt. The surface measures 584mm long x 400mm wide to 
provide ample work space for Mobile Sound, Film Production, Testing 
Equipment, and other professional on-site applications, as well as 
maximising gear transport efficiency. The support posts can also 
remain attached during storage, for quick on-site assembly and 
disassembly. The shelf is 13mm thick, supported by steel tubes, 
covered in heavy duty paint for durability, and is easily removed for 
storage and transport. Maximum recommended weight capacity 45kg.

Suits Length Width Code
R2 584mm 400mm R2SSH

QUICK SET SHELF FOR R8, R10, R12 TROLLEYS

The Rock-N-Roller Quick Set Shelf is designed to quickly and 
seamlessly transform your R8, R10, R11, or R12 cart into a mobile 
workstation. Once the 4 support tubes are installed, the shelf sets up 
and comes apart in seconds, and can be stored with the support tubes 
installed, making on-site assembly and disassembly quick and easy. 
The surface measures 406mm wide, and can be configured at a short 
813mm length or a full 1270mm length, to provide ample work space 
for Mobile Sound, Film Production, Testing Equipment, and other 
professional on-site applications, as well as maximising gear transport 
efficiency.  The shelf is 13mm thick, supported by steel tubes, and 
covered in heavy duty textured paint for extra durability. Maximum 
recommended weight capacity is 68kg. Shelf kit includes shelf, 4 
support tubes, and 4 mounting bolts.

QUICK SET SHELF FOR R6 TROLLEYS

The Rock-N-Roller Quick Set Shelf is designed to quickly and 
seamlessly transform your R6 cart into a mobile workstation. Once 
the 4 support tubes are installed, the shelf sets up and comes apart in 
seconds, and can be stored with the support tubes installed, making 
on-site assembly and disassembly quick and easy. The surface 
measures 406mm wide, by 1000mm length, to provide ample work 
space for Mobile Sound, Film Production, Testing Equipment, and 
other professional on-site applications, as well as maximising gear 
transport efficiency.  The shelf is 13mm thick, supported by steel 
tubes, and covered in heavy duty textured paint for extra durability. 
Maximum recommended weight capacity is 68kg. Shelf kit includes 
shelf, 4 support tubes, and 4 mounting bolts.

Suits Length Width Code
R8, R10, R12 813-1270mm 406mm RSH10Q

Suits Length Width Code
R6 1000mm 406mm RSH6Q

Note: trolley not included Note: trolley not included

Note: trolley not included
Note: trolley not included

 � Shelves & Decks
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SOLID DECK FOR R8, R10, R12 TROLLEYS
2-piece carpeted plywood deck attaches/
detaches instantly to prevent small items 
from falling through frame bed. Can be 
used as long (406x1270mm) or short 
(406x762mm) solid deck and stores 
small for easy transport. Fits cart models 
R8, R10, R12

SOLID DECK FOR R14, R18 TROLLEYS
2-piece carpeted plywood deck attaches/
detaches instantly to prevent small items 
from falling through frame bed. Can be 
used as long (1473x464mm) or short 
(889x464mm) solid deck and stores 
small for easy transport. Fits cart models 
R14, R18

SOLID DECK FOR R2 TROLLEYS
One-piece carpeted 1/2" ply deck 
attaches/detaches instantly to prevent 
small items from falling through frame 
bed. Dimensions: 914x406mm.

SOLID DECK FOR R6 TROLLEYS
One-piece carpeted 1/2" ply deck 
attaches/detaches instantly to prevent 
small items from falling through frame 
bed. Dimensions: 991x406mm.

2 TIER MULTI MEDIA SHELF FOR R8, R10, R12 TROLLEYS
The Multi-Media shelf is designed to transform your Rock N Roller 
cart into a fully functional mobile workstation. The Large main shelf 
measures 610x787mm to provide ample work space for Mobile 
Sound, Film Production, Testing Equipment, and other professional 
on-site applications. The main shelf sits 559-610mm from the top of 
the cart frame and 832-883mm from the ground. The upper shelf sits 
305mm above the main shelf, can hold up to 22.7kg, and measures 
254x787mm, allowing additional equipment to be set above the main 
workspace. The combined shelves can handle a total load of up to 
90kg. Both shelves are covered in a heavy duty carpet for durability, 
and fold for easy storage and transport.
The Multi-Media shelf fits models R8, R10, R12.

CABLE / HEADPHONE HANGER
Cable or headphone hanger clamps 
anywhere on cart handle. Only 
compatible with R2, R6, R8, R10 and 
R12 cart models.

LAPTOP SHELF
Laptop Shelf clamps to cart 
handle in seconds. Carpeted 
13mm ply with steel tube 
support. Adjustable width 
clamps to fit R2, R6, R8, R10, 
R12 trolleys. Dimensions: 
257x356x50mm.

MULTI-CART FRONT EXTENSION RACK
SUITS R6, R8, R10, R12 
The Rock-n-Roller® Multi-Cart® Extension 
Rack instantly attaches/detaches to either 
end of Multi-Cart increasing cubic cargo 
capacity by approximately 20%. Great for 
carrying odd shaped, hard-to-stack gear 
and saving that one extra trip to the car. 
Sturdy powder-coated steel tube frame. Fits 
R6, R8, R10, R12.
Platform dimensions: 337x260mm.

R2 TROLLEYS EXTENSION RACK
The Rock-n-Roller® R2 Multi-Cart® 
Extension Rack instantly attaches/
detaches to either end of the R2 
increasing cubic cargo capacity by 
approximately 20%. Great for carrying 
odd shaped, hard-to-stack gear and 
saving that one extra trip to the car. 
Sturdy powder-coated steel tube frame.
Platform dimensions: 318x267mm.

Suits Dimensions Code
R8, R10, R12 610x787mm & 254x787mm RSHM2T

Suits Length Width Code
R14, R18 889-1473mm 464mm RSD14

Suits Length Width Code
R8, R10, R12 762-1270mm 406mm RSD10

Note: trolley not includedNote: trolley not included

Note: trolley not included
Note: trolley not included

Note: trolley not includedNote: trolley not included

Note: trolley not included

Suits Length Width Code
R2 914mm 406mm RSD2

Suits Code
R6, R8, R10, R12 RCH1

Suits Length Width Code
R6 991mm 406mm RSD6

Suits Dimensions Code
R2, R6, R8, R10, R12 257x356mm RLSH1

Suits Dimensions Code
R2 318x267mm RRK2Suits Dimensions Code

R6, R8, R10, R12 337x260mm RRK1
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